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Abstract
This article presents an approach to calibrate the energy response of double-sided silicon strip detectors (DSSDs) for
low-energy nuclear-science experiments by utilizing cosmic-ray muons. For the 1-mm-thick detectors used with the
Beta-decay Paul Trap, the minimum-ionizing peak from these muons provides a stable and time-independent in situ
calibration point at around 300 keV, which supplements the calibration data obtained above 3 MeV from α sources. The
muon-data calibration is achieved by comparing experimental spectra with detailed Monte Carlo simulations performed
using GEANT4 and CRY codes. This additional information constrains the calibration at lower energies, resulting in
improvements in quality and accuracy.

1. Introduction
Detailed studies of the β-delayed α-particle emission in
the decay of 8 B and 8 Li are important for solar-neutrino
spectroscopy [1, 2, 3, 4, 5] and low-energy searches for
physics beyond the Standard Model [6, 7]. The α-particle
energy spectrum resulting from the break up of the broad
excited state in the 8 Be daughter nucleus peaks at around
1.5 MeV and extends up to about 8 MeV. In these experiments, silicon detectors are used to determine the energy of
the emitted α particles and spectroscopy-grade α sources
can provide high-precision calibrations, at energies above
3 MeV.
However, characterizing the detector response below 3
MeV, where the bulk of the α-particle energy spectrum
lies, is more challenging because no spectroscopy-grade α
sources are available. Previous experiments [2, 4, 5] have
relied on β-delayed α emission lines at 2.15 and 4.43 MeV
from the decay of 20 Na to 20 Ne to extend the calibration
to lower energies. However, because 20 Na has a half-life
of only 447.9(23) ms, this calibration requires access to
accelerator beam time and therefore is usually limited in
availability and statistics.
In this article, a method is presented that utilizes the
spatial and spectral information provided by the ever-present
cosmic-ray muon flux passing through the pairs of positionPreprint submitted to Elsevier

sensitive double-sided silicon strip detectors (DSSDs) to
add an additional calibration point below 1 MeV. The
muon minimum-ionizing peak provides a stable low-energy
feature present both off-line and in situ during on-line experiments which can be used to supplement the calibration provided by α-sources in the 3–8 MeV region and
anchor it at low energies. As long as the muon signature
is above the detection threshold, this additional information can be used to improve the detector characterization
and help monitor the stability of the detector performance.
Although the use of high-energy muon interactions to calibrate the energy response of silicon detectors is a common
practice in particle-physics experiments [8], to the best
of our knowledge, this is the first time that this method
has been applied to detectors used for low-energy nuclearphysics research.
The energy calibration is demonstrated with the DSSD
detector array used with the Beta-decay Paul Trap (BPT)
[9, 7]. The BPT has been used to study the β decays of
8
Li [6, 7] and 8 B, as well as β-delayed neutron emission
of fission fragments [10, 11]. The experimental setup, simulations, data analysis, and impact the additional information from the muons has on the accuracy of the energy
calibration are discussed below.
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A small amount of neutral high-purity 4 He gas is injected
into the trapping volume to cool the trapped ions through
collisions. After a few milliseconds, the ion cloud converges
to roughly a 1-mm3 volume [12]. Additional information
on the performance of the trap can be found in Ref. [9].
Two sets of α sources (148 Gd and 244 Cm with primary
energy lines of 3182.690(24) keV and 5804.77(5) keV, respectively) provide a continuous in situ calibration of the
DSSDs throughout the data collection. In addition, a precision signal pulser is used periodically to check the linearity and stability of the electronics. A detailed energy calibration is performed for the front strips of the detectors,
while the back strips are primarily used for reconstructing the particle hit position and eliminating events with
incomplete charge collection based on pulse-height differences. The α sources provide calibration points in the 3–6
MeV range; the introduction of a third calibration point
below 3 MeV is desirable to improve the precision at lower
energies.

2. Experimental setup
The BPT is a linear Paul trap which has been specially designed with thin segmented planar electrodes to
allow radiation detectors to cover a large solid angle for
detecting particles emitted from the trap center. A detailed description of this ion trap can be found in Refs.
[9, 7] and therefore only a brief summary is provided here.
A cross-sectional view of the BPT instrumented with the
four DSSDs used in this work is illustrated in Fig. 1. Along
the axial direction of the trap, ions are confined by electrostatic potentials applied on the three segments of each
electrode. In the radial direction, the ions are confined
by radiofrequency (RF) fields, arising from time-varying
potentials, applied to the electrodes. The detector array
consists of four identical DSSDs, each 1-mm thick with an
active area of 64×64 mm2 , mounted to the trap frame. On
the front and back faces, the DSSDs are segmented into
32 2-mm-wide strips. The segmentation allows the identification of the location of the particle interaction, thus
allowing the reconstruction of the momentum direction of
particles emitted from the trap center. The detectors are
referred to as Top, Bottom, Left, and Right, according
to their position relative to the ion-trap center as viewed
along the direction of the ion beam.
Incoming muon

RF shields

3. Simulations
The energy loss mechanism of muons passing through
matter is well described by the Bethe-Bloch formula [13].
However, due to the high-energy nature of the muon-induced
reactions, the secondary recoils produced may emerge from
the detector volume and leave only a fraction of their energy behind. Therefore, to calculate the energy deposition
in the detectors, a detailed Monte Carlo simulation is required. In this work cosmic muon interactions were simulated using the GEANT4 simulation toolkit [14], a wellvalidated radiation transport code, especially for electromagnetic interactions [15]. The simulation geometry consists of the four DSSDs and the ion trap structure (see Fig.
1).
To generate the spatial and spectral distribution of
sea-level cosmic muons, the CRY (Cosmic RaY shower)
library [16] was used. Derived from full atmospheric simulations and validated against experimental data, it provides a good description of cosmic-ray showers [17, 18].
The muons generated by the CRY library have a broad energy spectrum distributed around 4 GeV, uniform spatial
distribution, and generally downward directionality. The
code takes the altitude, latitude, and date of the measurement into account to generate realistic muon spectra. For
this work, the energy spectrum at sea level was considered to be a good approximation to the experiment’s site
altitude of 100 m above sea level.
The simulated muons (which represent individual muons
from cosmic-ray showers) illuminate the BPT ion-trap structure and detector array. A muon that strikes two detectors
(illustrated by the red dashed line in Fig. 1) is classified as
a double coincidence and the angle of the impinging muon
can be determined. The comparison of the experimental
measurements with simulation results are discussed in the
following section.

Trap frame

1 mm thick
DSSD

RF electrodes

1 inch

Figure 1: Cross-sectional view of the BPT. Ions are confined in the
geometrical center of the trap by a combination of RF and DC fields
applied to the electrodes. Four DSSDs surround the trap and are
encased by a set of RF shields to minimize electrical pick-up from
the trapping fields. An incoming muon which passes through two
DSSDs can be identified. Alpha calibration sources placed on the
RF shields are used for continuous calibration of the DSSD energy
response.

The BPT is cooled to cryogenic temperatures by flowing liquid nitrogen through the trap frame which decreases
the background pressure to less than 1×10−9 Torr and reduces the dark current of the DSSDs to negligible levels.
2

4. Description of methods

case the pure Landau distribution is scaled by the path
length of the µ through the DSSD thickness, resulting in
a slightly shifted and skewed shape in correspondence to
the impinging angle. For the particular setup, the angle
resolution is of the order of 1.5 degrees. The spectrum
for each strip obtained in coincidence with the complete
surface of the opposite detector is analyzed separately to
limit the extent of this broadening.

The energy calibration presented here was performed
using data taken during and immediately after a measurement of trapped 8 B ions performed at the Argonne
Tandem Linac Accelerator System (ATLAS) facility. For
simplicity and as a proof-of-concept, only the calibration
of the Top detector, based on muon coincidences between
the Top and Bottom detectors, is summarized here. Also,
the analysis here focuses on the data collected after the
run because the identification of muons is cleaner in the
absence of other minimum-ionizing particles, such as β +
particles in the case of 8 B decay, which can deposit comparable amount of energy in the detectors. The muon peak
observed during and after the online data collection were
consistent.
Figure 2 shows a typical energy spectrum taken by a
front-strip of the Top detector. Three features are clearly
visible. On the higher-energy side of the spectrum, the
broad α peaks from the 148 Gd and 244 Cm sources can be
observed at approximately channels 1500 and 3000. The
prominent peak at approximately channel 200 corresponds
to cosmic-ray muons. Although cosmic-ray showers contain other types of ionizing radiation, muons deposit energy in DSSD pairs at the highest rate.

5. Data analysis
A Landau function is fitted to the pulse height spectrum of each strip and the most probable value (the peak
center) is calculated. Those values are compared with the
most probable values provided by the equivalent Landau
function fits of the GEANT4 simulation results. Figure 3
shows a comparison between experiment, simulation, and
the associated fits for a typical strip in the Top detector.
The Landau function fits performed using the MINUIT
code, show a good agreement between simulation and experiment. A summary of the most probable values obtained for the different strips in the Top detector is shown
in Fig. 4.
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Figure 3: Spectrum of double-coincidence muon events. The curves
show a comparison of the spectrum simulated to the results obtained
with a typical strip of the Top detector in coincidence with any strip
in the Bottom detector. The measured pulse height is calibrated
using the 3-point calibration, which is described in the text.

Figure 2: Energy spectrum of all events collected in a typical strip
of the Top detector during the 23-hour background measurement
(light curve). The three distinctive peaks correspond to alpha emission from the calibration sources and energy deposited by cosmic-ray
muons. By selecting events that are in coincidence with the Bottom
detector (darker curve), the muon peak is isolated and the impinging direction of muons is constrained. The remaining counts in the
α peaks are due to accidental coincidences.

The energy calibration is performed for each front strip
individually based on the calibration points obtained from
the muon signal and the two alpha sources. The alpha
source spectra are fit to a function that takes into account
the skewed shapes of the spectrum and the two dominant
alpha-lines of 244 Cm to determine the peak edges. More
details on this procedure are provided in Ref. [12]. Due
to the span of energies of interest and the different types
of radiation involved, it is vitally important to correct for
non-linear effects resulting from the detector response and
source profile. Non-linear energy loses, which are substantial for alphas and discussed in detail in the following paragraphs, are small for the case of muons and can be safely

Muon events in the spectra are identified by requiring a coincidence between two opposite detectors and an
energy deposition of less than 1000 keV in each. Analysis of 23 hours of data yielded 5×104 coincidences in the
Top-Bottom detectors that are identified as muon events.
These events form a peak with a Landau function shape
which is characterized by a skewed shape and long tail and
provides a fundamental description of the energy-deposition
distribution for charged particles in matter [19]. For our
3
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Figure 5: Spectra of the two dominant peaks of 244 Cm as measured
using a PIPS detector for the sources used in this work. The sources
used were a thick source, made by a drying process and used for the
calibrations in this paper, a thin commercial spectroscopic source,
and a carrier-free source made by implantation of a mass-separated
beam.

Figure 4: Most probable values of the Landau function fits for the
different front strips across the Top detector. A comparison of the
calibrations based on alpha sources and muons (3-points calibration)
and with alpha sources alone (2-points calibration), along with the
GEANT4 prediction, is shown.

neglected [13]. The energy deposition depends on the detector thickness, which is measured to a quoted accuracy
of ±2 µm by the manufacturer1 , and the well-determined
direction of the muon relative to the detector plane. The
detectors were biased to full depletion, thus providing uniform charge collection through the entire thickness.
For alpha sources, the non-linear terms and other corrections are important and the energy calibration is described by

spectra from the different sources recorded using a 300µm-thick, 25-mm2 -area passivated implanted planar silicon (PIPS) detector. The long tails of the thick source are
an indication of a depth profile for the activity that most
probably formed during the drying process, resulting in
thicker edges that appear visually different. This was confirmed by measuring a source with a mask over its edges
which resulted in the elimination of the long tails. Due to
the complex profile of the sources, the values of ∆Es are
calculated by comparing the measurements to a response
Ep = Edet + ∆Es + ∆Eadc + ∆Enl (Ep )
(1)
function model described below.
where Ep and Edet are the true and detected energies
A depth profile, composed of a combination of thin (inrespectively, ∆Es is the energy lost through the source
ner) and thick (outer) regions was simulated using TRIM
thickness, ∆Eadc is the non-linearity of the ADC as de[24] to match the shape of the measured thick source spectermined by a precision pulser, and ∆Enl stands for the
trum. It is also clear from simulations that the assumpnon-linear response corrections. The detected energy is astion of source uniformity for this source is indeed unjussumed to be linearly proportional to the channel number
tified and could lead to false determination of ∆Es by
x, Edet = a0 + a1 x, with a0 and a1 being the parameters
more than 10 keV. The good agreement between the reof a linear fit. The calculation of the different terms is
sponse function simulation and measurements performed
described below.
with the PIPS detector near the alpha-particle energy peak
The 244 Cm and 148 Gd calibration sources which were
increases our confidence in the validity of the model for the
mounted inside the BPT during the 8 B run are thick sources DSSD performance. Due to the complex lineshape of the
produced by drying a droplet of solution containing the acpeak from the thick source, the half-width-half-maximum
tivity onto a stainless steel backing. These sources have
(HWHM) of the peak edge is used for the energy calisince been replaced with commercial electroplated spectroscopy-bration and is related to the edge and peak of the massgrade thin sources with peak widths of 20 keV FWHM
separated source using the simulation and taking into acand will decrease the uncertainty of future calibrations.
count the different characteristics of both the PIPS and
The energy loss ∆Es due to source thickness was deterDSSD detectors. The energy losses due to the source thickmined by measuring the sources against ultra-thin alpha
ness ∆Es are determined to be 7.0 and 8.5 keV for 148 Gd
sources produced using mass-separated radioactive beams
and 244 Cm, respectively.
[20]. These sources are effectively carrier-free and are
The (non)linearity of the ADC, ∆Eadc was determined
used to investigate the depth profiles of the thick and thin
to
be
typically less than 5 keV over the entire energy range
sources. Figure 5 shows a comparison between the 244 Cm
using a precision pulser.
The non-linear correction term, ∆Enl , is a collection of
three effects: (1) the energy loss in the detector dead layer,
1 Micron Semiconductor Ltd., Lancing, UK.
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∆Edl , (2) the non-ionizing energy loss, ∆En , due to effects
such as nuclear reactions or lattice vibrations, and (3) what
generally is known as the pulse height defect [21]. This is
the result of local energy deposition by the interaction of
heavy ions that decreases the energy required for creation
of an electron-hole pair, effectively creating higher charge
for a given energy. This effect is dominant for low-Z ions
such as alphas and results in a non-linear increase of the
recorded energy. For higher-Z ions still, the higher energy
loss liberates sufficient charge locally to shield the applied
electric field inside the detector which results in losses in
charge collection. This effect reduces the detected energy
for higher-Z ions but is not significant for alpha particles.
Under the assumption that (∆Edl + ∆En )/Ep << 1
and following the derivation of Munnik et al [22], ∆Enl is
expanded to


k
∆Enl (Ep ) ' ∆Edl 1 + S(Ep )
0


k
+ ∆En 1 + S(Ep )
0
(2)
k
−
0

14
12

En [keV]

10
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6
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0

TRIM sim max distribution
TRIM sim mean distribution
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Kirsebom 2011
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Alpha energy [keV]

Figure 6: Non-ionizing energy loss calculated using TRIM for alpha
particles in silicon. Detailed simulations of the energy loss result in
the skewed distributions illustrated as vertical curves in the figure
background. The maximum (most probable value) and mean of the
distribution are shown as step-lines with a spline fit imposed. Previous calculations of Lennard et al. [25] and Kirsebom et al. [4] are
in good agreement with the calculated mean. In the current analysis
the whole distribution is used while ∆En is defined as the maximum
energy of the non-ionizing distributions.

ZEp
S(E)dE.
0

where 0 is the electron-hole pair creation energy in silicon
(3.67 eV), S(E) is the stopping power of alphas in silicon
and k is a factor, determined by Bauer and Bortels to be
2.8(3) · 10−4 nm/electron-hole pair [23].
The detector dead-layer and non-ionizing energy losses
are also calculated with a detailed Monte-Carlo simulation
using TRIM [24] to determine both the average energy loss
and the distribution resulting from straggling or phononcreation processes. While dead-layer straggling produces
a distribution that is nearly symmetric, the distribution
of non-ionizing energy losses is skewed with a tail that extends ∼100 keV below the peak. Figure 6 shows the simulated non-ionizing energy loss ∆En as a function of the
alpha energy. The mean of the distributions is in agreement with previous calculations [4, 25].
By simulating the energy-loss distribution for a specific
source depth profile and dead-layer width and by convoluting with the electronic noise, Fano factor, and the asymmetrical non-ionizing distributions, the response function
of any alpha source can be simulated and reconstructed
[26]. Results of TRIM simulations and PIPS measurements of 148 Gd measured with the thick and mass-sperated
sources are shown in Fig. 7.
After taking into account all the aforementioned nonlinear terms, the energy calibration is then performed by
fitting a linear function to the three Edet points. Since
all non-linear effects are removed, they should fall on a
straight line with a slope corresponding to 0 = 3.67 eV
energy deposited per pair for both muons and alpha particles. Table 1 summarizes the energy parameters and
uncertainties calculated for the calibration of one of the
front strips of the Top detector based on the analysis of
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Figure 7: Detected energy spectrum of the 148 Gd sources used in
this work as measured using the PIPS detector and simulated by
TRIM. The only parameter changed in the simulations is the source
depth profile. The energy on the x axis is the detected energy, vertical dashed-lines indicate the true 1 , dead layer corrected 2 , nonionizing corrected 3 , and pulse-height defect corrected 4 energies.
The true energy 1 corresponds to the energy deposited by a minimum ionizing particle in the detector that would yield the observed
pulse height. The energy difference between the HWHM of the thick
source distribution and the effective energy of line 4 is defined as
∆Es for this specific source and is a function of the electronic noise.

5

Top-Bottom coincidences. Here, Edet stands for the simulated energy of the muons and the detected energies of the
alpha sources following non-linear corrections. The values
quoted as the pulse heights are the peak most probable
value (mpv ) and the HWHM peak edge for the case of
muons and alphas respectively. The total uncertainties
are calculated by taking the square-root of the sum of the
squared uncertainties.
The dead-layer uncertainties are taken as an upper
limit of 1 keV, in accordance to the accuracy of recent
dead-layer measurements [7]. The uncertainties due to
non-ionizing processes are taken as 15% of the average
value, as suggested in Ref. [27]. The pulse-height defect
uncertainty is taken as 5%, which is the upper limit of
the uncertainty quoted for PHD in alphas in Ref. [27].
The uncertainty of the Geant4 simulation of the muon energy deposition is estimated to be 1.5% [28]. Lastly, the
thicknesses of the Top and Bottom detectors, as measured
by the detector manufacturer, are both 1033±2 µm, which
translates to an uncertainty in the muon energy deposition
of less than 1 keV.
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Figure 8: Residuals (data - calibration) and uncertainty bands of
the calibration for a typical strip of the Top detector. The solid
circles, from left to right, show the residuals of the muon peak and
148 Gd and 244 Cm alpha sources. The 1σ uncertainty band is represented by a green envelope. The calibration and uncertainty using
only the two alpha source points is shown as a blue envelope. The
dashed curve shows the difference in the calibration if a simple linear
approximation is used for the pulse-height defect.

Table 1: Data points and associated uncertainties used for the calibration
of a typical front strip of the Top detector (top table), uncertainty budget
(middle table) and a comparison between the fit coefficients obtained σ uncertainty bands over the entire
from using both alpha and muon data compared to a calibration based
this agreement is not a measure of
on the alpha sources alone.

Muons
Ep , keV
Edet , keV
Pulse height, Channels

319.88
183.28

148

Gd

3182.78
3225.85
1638.40

244

Cm

5804.82
5888.51
2971.16

Errors, keV
Peak fit
Dead-layer
Non-ionizing
Pulse-height defect
Source thickness
ADC non-linearity
Detector thickness
Total error

4.96

0.72
1.0
1.8
3.0
3.0
0.27

energy region. While
a calibration quality,
it does strengthen our confidence in the new calibration
method. As discussed above, the influence of the pulseheight defect on the detector response has a significant
effect in the energy range of study. A linear approximation of this effect may lead to systematic errors of 10–20
keV as indicated by the dashed line which shows the results of a calibration achieved by assuming that ∆Enl is
linear.

0.55
1.0
2.1 6. Discussion and summary
4.6
In the BPT detection system, a calibration with muons
3.0
can
be performed with reasonable statistics within 24 hours.
0.31
0.38
The
identification of muon events will also benefit from the
0.61
recent
installation of thick plastic scintillator detectors be5.01
4.78
6.00
hind the DSSDs. The muons would trigger a coincidence
Calibration
intercept
slope
between two plastics and two DSSDs, allowing a clear identification of these events.
Only alpha sources
−47.41(10) 1.998(5)
The calibration process shown in this paper is based
Alpha sources + muons
−46.44(5) 1.997(2)
on coincidences from the Top and Bottom DSSDs, which
naturally have better statistics, due to the predominantly
Figure 8 shows the energy residuals of the calibration
downward direction of incoming muons. The Right-Left
(data - calibration). The 1σ uncertainty band is calculated
DSSD pair has about one third the number of muon events
by bootstrapping the calibration curve with the uncertainas the Top-Bottom pair, potentially requiring longer meaties of the polynomial fit at the weighted average energy.
surements to allow precise calibration of those detectors.
The advantage of using the additional information from
However, by considering coincidences of 90-degree detecthe muons can be seen from the reduction in the uncertor pairs (e.g. Top with Left or Right), higher statistics
tainty of the energy calibration. At the 1–2 MeV energy
can be achieved. It should be noted that for these detecregion, which is important for studies of 8 Li and 8 B βtor pairs the energy of the muon peak is shifted towards
delayed α emission, the uncertainty obtained by including
higher energies due to the larger muon impinging angles.
the muon data is 3 keV on average over all strips, compared
This phenomenon could be utilized to calibrate over sevto 7 keV without it. The calibrations agree within their 16

eral energies in the 0.3–1 MeV range by sorting according
to the incident angle. By comparing the data from all
possible coincidences between detectors to simulations, a
precise calibration of all four DSSDs is possible.
This paper demonstrates a method to take advantage
of the continuously-available cosmic-ray muon flux to provide an additional calibration point to constrain the energy
response of DSSDs below ∼1 MeV. The measured muon
spectra are compared to detailed Monte-Carlo simulations
to provide data point to the calibration. The inclusion
of muons improves the energy calibration at low energies.
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